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took charge of .the parish of the Holy Cross in Christiansted, St .
.Croix. He arrived on 4th March 1858. When he returned to Europe,
the parish reverted to the care of the diocesan clergy. Then in March
1897 at the request of the Bishop of Roseau it was taken by Fathers
of the Belgian province. It finally passed to the jurisdiction of the
Baltimore province on 9th February 1918.
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CHUR

The former Premonstratensian monastery of St. Lucius in Chur,
Switzerland, was offered to the Redemptorists at the time when they
were experiencing trouble with the Bavarian government. Father Joseph Passerat formally accepted the house arid church· on 9th December 1806. The community of Babenhausen was transferred tq Chur
in January arid February of the following year. Hostility of the Protestant population of the canton (Grisons) and the interference of
the Bavarian government led to the expulsion. of the community at
the end of November 1807, The numerous community, now including some young aspirants, found a refuge in Visp in the free canton
of the Vallais.
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CIMINO Fabrizio

Was born in Salerno on 28th March 1733. He took his vows as ·a
Redemptorist in Iliceto on 16th July 1752. He was consultor general
to St. Alphonsus from 1767 until 1780, when he was expelled from
the Congregation ori ·account of his having been involved with Father
Majone in the negotiations which led to the Regolamento. He was
consecrated Bishop of Oria on 29th January 1798. He deeply regretted the sorrow he had occasioned St. Alphonsus, and he was
warmly received when he returned to end his days as an oblate in
Pagani; dying there on 22nd March 1818. An inscription in the basilica recorded his piety in contributing towards the. shrine of the
founder.
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CIORANI

The house dedicated to the Most Holy Trinity in the diocese of Salerno was established on 12th September 1735 with St. A1phonsus
as first superior. The foundation was made possible by the generous
gift of the site together with a vineyard and an annual income made
by Don Andrea, brother of Father Gennaro Sarnelli. It became the
novitiate house in 17 47 and general congregations were held there
in 1743 and 1747 as well as general chapters in 1749 and 1755. In
1759 Don Nicolo, another of the Sarnelli family, initiated a lawsuit
to recover the vineyard, an action which was for many years to endanger the Congregation because of the plaintiff's appeal to the regalist laws of Naples. The house was retained in 1866 in spite of the
suppression of religious houses by the Garibaldians. The Ciorani community has continued to be devoted to the parish missions.
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CISTERNA

Now called Cisterna in Latina, was the site of a foundation made by
Father Francesco de Paola when he was superior of the Congregation
in the Papal States. Founded in 1785, it was not a success, owing to
its being in an unhealthy situation, too dose to the Pontine Marshes.
For this reason it had to be relinquished in 1795.
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CIUDAD OBREGON

The mission house of Our Lady of Fatima was founded by the viceprovince of Mexico, dependent on the Spanish province. It was established on 13th February 1961 with Father Jose Florez as first superior.

